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Stress . . .
When a human is attacked with an edged weapon, massive physiological
and psychological changes take place to prepare the body to survive. These
changes will dramatically affect the ability for individuals to perform skills that
were easily executed when no stress is present.The Shocknife® uses electrical
stimulation to fool the brain into believing the body has been cut without
actually breaking the skin. If you are not currently using the Shocknife®,
ask yourself….

How REAL is your
edged weapon TRAINING?
Edged Weapon Facts
• 24% of all serious injuries experienced by crime victims were from edged
weapon attacks (only 13% were from firearms)
• 569,990 edged weapon attacks occur in the United States each year
(1,561 per day)
• Number of people routinely carrying knives in North America has
increased by 92% since 1980
• Every house in North America has some type of edged weapon
• Most popular improvised weapons in prisons are designed to cut or pierce

Your Edged Weapon Training
Is your training knife capable of inducing the necessary fear and stress
required for realistic training? If not, you are not adequately preparing your
people to survive edged weapon attacks. When it comes to training, your
people deserve the best and most advanced training tools in the world. For
edged weapons training, that tool is the Shocknife® SK-2.

The
Shocknife SK-2
The Shocknife® SK-2 (patented) is an ingenuous balance between safety and

performance. The composite blade is incapable of cutting. It delivers a localized
shock that causes pain, but not serious injury or incapacitation. The SK-2 has four
voltage settings. At its highest setting the SK-2 delivers up to 7,500 volts and less
than 1 milliamp. The Shock Activator Switch allows the user to control when the
shock is delivered.
SENSORY STIMULATION
When activated the blade assaults
your senses by producing sparks in a
menacing fashion.

PROTECTIVE HILT
The soft rubber hilt protects the
user from shock and injury.

NEW AIR
CAVITY
The Air Cavity prevents
the blade from shorting
due to excessive sweat.

SHOCK ADJUSTMENT
SCREW (SAS)
SAS allows for four settings. Low,
Medium, High, and Extreme. The
SAS is recessed into the handle to
prevent accidental adjustment.

NEW IMPROVED ELECTRONICS
Enhanced electronics with reverse
polarity protection.

SHOCK ACTIVATOR

HANDLE COATING

Easily accessible button allows for
various gripping styles. It ensures
shock is only delivered when
required.

No-slip Super-grip
coated handle avoids
slippage during intense
training sessions.

BATTERY
COMPARTMENT
The SK-2 uses a standard 9
volt battery with easy access
for quick replacement.

SINGLE

ACADEMY PACKAGE
KNIFE FIGHTER
PACKAGE

Each Shocknife SK-2 comes complete with protective carrying case and accessories, full
1-year warranty and free access to online Shocknife Safety Monitor Certification course.

The SHOCKNIFE ® Advantage
ADVANTAGE #1 –

Biofeedback
Tool
Set the adjustable SK-2 shock level to LOW and the blade

of the knife becomes your instructor. It uses a mild painless
shock to provide feedback when your technique needs
correction. Save time, energy, and money by training more
efficiently.

ADVANTAGE #2 –

Stress Exposure Training
A real knife attack creates a feeling of panic causing your
body to respond with the “fight or flight” syndrome. That
same acute stress can now be replicated during training by
setting the SK-2 shock level to EXTREME. At this level the
knife sparks and growls, ready to bite with each attack.

ADVANTAGE #3 –

Cut Location Indicator
The SK-2 delivers a powerful shock upon contact allowing
the trainee to recognize both WHERE and WHEN they
were exposed during the attack. The shock will even arc
through clothing! Unlike marking knives there is no messy
marking compound to clean up after training.

ADVANTAGE #4 –

Stress Inoculation Tool
True Stress Inoculation Training involves an incremental
exposure to a stressor. The SK-2’s four different shock level
settings range from LOW to EXTREME, making it the only
training tool in the world that can truly claim the ability
to provide incremental stress training. The varied settings
allow everyone that trains with the SK-2 to advance at
their own pace.

ADVANTAGE #5 –

Realistic Research
For the first time ever, the SK-2’s ability to create fear
reponses will allow researchers the opportunity to
simulate and study realistic edged weapon attacks. Are
you or your instructors still teaching the 21 foot rule? Try
replicating the study using the SK-2, the results will truly
SHOCK you!

ADVANTAGE #6 –

Reduced Liability
Are you using the training knife that will best prepare your
officers or soldiers to survive an edged weapon attack? The
average settlement for failure to provide adequate training
is $1.2 million dollars. The SK-2 is the only training knife in
the world that can replicate the same mental and physical
responses necessary for realistic training.
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*Online Safety Monitor Certification is available for agencies
conducting training with the SK-2.

Looks like a real knife
No messy clean up required
Locates where you’ve been “cut”
Tells you when you’ve been “cut”
Feels like you’ve been “cut”
Can be used as a biofeedback tool
Is adjustable for Stress inoculation
CAN INDUCE FEAR!

How REAL is your TRAINING?
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